SUA 2.14.17
Assembly Members Present: Tias Webster (President) , Judith Gutierrez (VP of
External Affairs), Hector Navarro (VP of Diversity and Inclusion), Jessica Xu (VP of
Academic Affairs), Tamra Owens (VP of Student Life), Vicente Lovelace (Cowell), Tyler
(Cowell Alternate), Rick Takeuchi (Cowell), Andrew Szkolnik (Stevenson), Katie
Keeshen (Stevenson), Kaia Partlow (Stevenson), Michiko Soto (Crown), Samantha
Stringer (Crown), Morgan Smith (Merrill), Lily Green (Merrill), Jacob Jones (Porter),
Mamie Yang (Porter), Johanna Bravo (Porter Alternate), Hana King (Kresge), Tara
Parcella (Kresge), Celinda Montoya (Kresge), Jonas Hernando (Oakes), Burcu Birol
(Oakes), Brook Dalton (Oakes), Thomas Ramirez (Rachel Carson), Lauryn Wilson
(Rachel Carson), Katherine Le (College 9), Samantha Sanchez (College 9), Noah (College
10 Alternate), Davon (College 10 Alternate), Monse Villarreal (College 10), Arleah
Aguilar (FSA), Trevor Engel (PRISM)
Assembly Members Absent: Grace Shefcik (VP of Internal Affairs), Nicki Thompson
(Crown),  Jared Semana (Merrill), Matthew Forman (Rachel Carson), Kiryl Karpiuk
(College 9), Lolo Fuka (APISA), Erica Green (SANAI), Socorro Ramirez-Gamino (MEchA),
Taeya Long (AB/SA), Alejandro Navarro (MESH), Eli Guzman-Martin (QTPOCC)
Meeting Called to Order at: 8:05PM
Roll Call: Chloe at 8:05PM
Approval of Agenda: 8:07PM
Hector: Motion to add (5 minute) presentation for MSA
Jonas: Second that Motion
No Objections
Rick: Motion to approve agenda
Lily: Second that motion
Vicente: Objection, I’d like to make a series of inquiries. Is it better to add to agenda
now?
Jane: How about we add a Q&A Period
Vicente: Motion to add (7 minutes) Q&A period
Samantha: Second that Motion
No Objection
Tamra: Motion to add Comedy Night to Presentations (5 Minutes)
Judith: Second that Motion
Katherine: Motion to approve agenda
Burcu: Second that Motion

No Objections
Approval of Minutes: 8:11PM
Katie: Stevenson Student Council would appreciate if the minutes were put on the
website.
Tamra: All the minutes from last quarter are on the website. It is under the assembly’s
website under agenda and minutes. I will get around to doing it this quarter.
Samantha: Motion to approve agenda
Judith: Second that Motion
No objections
Announcements and Public Comment: 8:12PM
Judith: Student lobbying conference applications are still open, sent by Dean of
students. Contact me for link if you did not receive the email. Event is on Facebook
with the link to the application. It will be due by Friday at midnight. You will be
notified immediately after if chosen. Even will be on March 25-27
Arleah: Filipino Student Association Coacher this Saturday is having an event. You can
check out aspects of our association. We will have performance and food from 2-5PM
at the Multipurpose room in College 10
Kyle: Hi I’m the Historian, I am still updating the website. I still need items from many
SUA members, will send out email tonight so please get them to me.
Judith: Lobby Corp will be hosting an event at Mchenry from 11-2PM for DIY stress kit.
Will give out free blue books and hand sanitizer.
Andrew: Alpha Epsilon Pi having an event next week Thursday Feb 23 Basketball
tournament. Tickets are 6 Dollars online and can share the link. Also there are shirts
you can order
Michiko: Crown Merrill Semi formal tickets will be on sale in Crown Merrill dining hall
on Feb 25th at the dining hall from 9-12AM
Vicente: Event for the LALS on the survival healing seminar from 9:30AM to 12:30PM
tomorrow
Presentations: 8:17PM
● Teach for America
○ Help impact lower income community for resources in education
○ Help students feel empowered and promote equity
○ Public Schools not receiving enough funding as Charter Schools

○
○
○
○
○

Deadline for 2017 Core Year is March 3rd. Application process about
45min to an hour.
Junior who apply, don’t have to say yes or no till Fall Quarter of Senior
year
Goal is equal education for any student no matter background
More information please fill out contact cards, available paid internships
Located in 55 regions and have the option to pick the region and have the
option to choose what subject. Don’t have to have education major or
minor

●

MSA (Muslim Student Association) 8:21PM
○ Current political climate the conference focused on Activism
○ MSA took a poll on the experience and 100% said yes for attending and
people who didn’t attend wanted to attend
○ Thank you to SUA for the support
○ Speakers emphasized pride to be Muslim and was able to meet a lot of
key speakers.
○ People who came back from the conference found pride in who they are
and it’s thanks to the SUA for this amazing experience.

●

Comedy Night 8:26PM
○ Update: google form was sent for volunteers
○ If you do volunteer there is an opportunity to get compensated. Asking
for 3hr shifts.
○ ER Code created on the employee system. There is extra money to give it
back to people who are working the events.
○ Email will be sent to sign up to volunteer there is an ER position to apply
for the job.
○ Google form at the end to fill out and will be notified of any other
upcoming events
○ Event Saturday March 4th

Q&A
Vicente: Are we keeping Ray’s interns?
Tias: There were many applications but none was hired. There are no interns that will
be let go though. I am personally required to go through applications that haven’t been
looked at. I will have to do editing to the ER system to get through personal job
requirements and hiring wages. Probably 100 dollars a month by agreement.
Vicente: Would that amount to $6000
Tias: It might have to change if so depending on those who already applied

Vicente: I have a question on the change in wages since SFAC Reps are being paid too
much.
Tias: given the amount people tend to work 10-15 hrs, 10 dollars an hour comes to 100
dollars a month. We have to give a reasonable amount to give one standard value and
minimum wage is the most reasonable salary.
Vicente: Dear world wants to approach you separately to ask for funding outside
Tias: That is always available
Vicente: Regarding the ICE Raid and Beach Flats, homeland security, immigration
custom, and the santa cruz police department scheduled for routine arrest for the
Salvadoran gang. They are being detained after 5 year investigation. After working
with the reporters it was confirmed that there are evidence of unlawfully searching
and seizing of a home belonging to a documented family. Announce to SUA in hopes
that SUA will help hold local governments accountable if the University made this issue
more important.
Hector: Where are these facts from?
Vicente: We have conducted interviews with the families. Names are not given for
privacy.
Tias: I have been following events about this issue. I am also sending out emails to
different people who might know what's going on. I won’t make any statements
because I am getting bureaucratic responses. If there is a definite confirmation of what
might have happened I will put up a resolution or discussion.
Vicente: Those who witness the discussion reporter cameron KZSC and coordinator
from Beach Flats
Noah: There was a reporter?
Vicente: We did confirm facts today in the afternoon. Family members in questions
went to a Spanish speaking network to relay what had happened. The only reporting
on this had been focusing on gang raids.

New Business: 8:36PM
● Funding Request: SUA Concert featuring Khalid

○

○

○

○

○

work with Homayun for concert in spring April 29th. Worked with police
and it has been approved. Shoot for 5 grand budget instead of 10 grand.
Overall budget is 19,900 dollars. Would like to ask for SUA programming
budget.
Homayun: worked with Jose known in the industry and gone out of our
way to make sure that Khalid who we are inviting to perform is going to
be someone popular with students. The last concert was the anderson
pack Khalid hasn’t performed at catalyst yet will be introducing him to
the area and there will be a high interest rate. It will be during alumni
weekend and will be working with alumni office a good way to celebrate.
Gaging for student involvement to see that action in the Quarry and what
students want. This is a worthwhile thing and hope that SUA can fund it.
Tamra: Past two years surveys for SUA one of the biggest response was to
put n concerts The last concert was Edge of Eden put on by SUA in Spring
2014. Problem with concert we paid 80 grand. Moving it to provide for
students and be cost effective
Homayun: Currently there are no concert venue so a lot of costs are
putting on a stage. Currently working to find a location. Maybe the
natural amphitheater by the library putting the stage on the bottom or
right in the middle of the quarry. Go through test trials to see if we can
pull off having annual concerts.
Please go back to spaces, There is $12000 in general SUA fund and $67000
in SUA programming.

Arleah: Productions of Color is happening that weekend and I don’t know if this
is a good date for Alumnae weekend.
Tamra: I will be fixing the times and having meetings to find the best schedule
so there are no overlaps.
Samantha: Why are we pulling from our own line item?
Tamra: I really want this program to happen. It is only fair if I contribute this as
well. If there are any questions feel free to email.
●

SVSH Forum Discussion 8:45PM
○ Forum hosted for students that would cover a beyond compliance
working group formed years ago within the administration with the
purpose of “shifting campus culture around sexual violence and sexual
culture to eliminate sexual violence all together”
○ Want SUA to sponsor or partnership (No fiscal element) for student to
discuss this issue

○

Have this event on Tuesday February 28th. Hold it in this building from
6-7:30 If anyone interested we would have to have a vote.

Tara: What does SVSH stand for?
Tias: Sexual violence and Sexual Harassment
Lily: What would the event entail? Is it a presentation or student discussion?
Tias: I am also very confused but essentially want to get members of inactive
committee to get more student representation and engagement on what the
general needs are from student populace. Informal question based discussion
Monse: Will they talk about the resolution or is it just a discussion in general?
Tias: The way it was presented the event will be presented. They will provide
students who have decided to change policy because of event. A statement will
be given.
Jonas: Did SVSH already reserve the OLC for that day?
Tias: Presume they have no reserved the room yet.
Jonas: concern of how they will get access to this space on a 6PM on a tuesday
Noah: How big are they accepting the turnout and how will the turnout affect
the event
Tias: partnership helping to plan the event
Lily: Is there a backup plan if this room cannot be reserved.
Tias; They will probably find a space since they are part of the administration
Jonas: There is no Oakes Senate meeting next week so they will be cutting it
short if they are realistically wanting this space
Katherine: Sounds like this is confusing I think it is more helpful to find more
info
Tias: Looking for them to send us an official document of exactly what they
want us to do. Want to come to this space because the org is being pushy.

Homayun: Coming from Kim Lao, assumption is that she already have the place
lined up.

Resolutions: 8:54PM
● Resolution Calling for UCOP Statement on Mishandling of Title IX Assault Cases
deliberation
○ Point of resolution calls upon university of California regarding
inadequacy. Reform adjudication process on those faculty who resigned
Trevor: motion to adopt resolution
Lily: Second that motion
No Objections.
Vicente: How can we include items addressed last week in the letter?
Judith: The resolution has already been brought up to UCSA. But the letter after is also
not drafted by us.
Vicente: When is the next meeting
Judith: next meeting is March 4th.
Closing Remarks and Adjournment: 8:58 PM
Jane: please go to Chloe if you came late. If you are absent your chair need to email
parliamentarian the alternate.
Meeting Adjourned at 8:58 PM

